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Abstract The thermally induced coherent collapse of Bose-Einstein condensates at finite temperature is
the dominant decay mechanism near the critical scattering length in condensates with at least partially
attractive interaction. The collapse dynamics out of the ground state is mediated by a transition state
whose properties determine the corresponding decay rate or lifetime of the condensate. In this paper,
we perform normal form expansions of the ground and the transition state of condensates with short-
range scattering interaction as well as with anisotropic and long-range dipolar interaction in a variational
framework. This method allows one to determine the local properties of these states, i. e. their mean-field
energy, their normal modes, the coupling between different modes, and the structure of the reaction channel
to any desired order. We discuss the physical interpretation of the transition state as a certain density
distribution of the atomic cloud and the behavior of the single normal form contributions in dependence
on the s-wave scattering length. Moreover, we investigate the convergence of the local normal form when
using extended Gaussian variational approaches, and present the condensate’s decay rate.
PACS. 67.85.De – 03.75.Kk
1 Introduction
Starting from their first experimental realization in 1995
[1,2,3], the field of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) has
grown rapidly and it is the subject of numerous experi-
mental and theoretical investigations today. By far, most
of today’s experiments are performed on such macroscopic
quantum objects made of alkali metals, in which the in-
teraction between the single bosons is the short-range,
spherically symmetric, low-energy s-wave scattering. Be-
yond these, also BECs with an additional long-range and
anisotropic dipole-dipole interaction (DDI) have been re-
alized experimentally [4,5,6], which are of great interest,
because the interaction between two bosons depends on
their relative orientation. As a consequence, interesting
phenomena have been predicted in dipolar BECs, such as
isotropic as well as anisotropic solitons [7,8,9], biconcave
or structured ground state density distributions [10,11,
12], stability diagrams that depend on the trap geome-
try [13,14,15], radial and angular rotons [11,16,17], and
anisotropic collapse dynamics [18,19].
If the particle interaction between the single bosons in
the condensate is (at least partially) attractive, its ground
state is metastable and several mechanisms can contribute
to the decay of the atomic cloud. These include e. g. inelas-
tic three-body collisions, macroscopic quantum tunneling
[20,21], the decrease of the s-wave scattering length below
its critical value [11], or dipolar relaxation [22].
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Another important decay mechanism is the thermally
induced coherent collapse of the condensate [23,24,25,26,
27,28]. This process is based on the fact that quasi-particle
excitations in a BEC at finite temperature T > 0 lead to
time-dependent density fluctuations of the gas. If the par-
ticle interaction is attractive, these fluctuations can induce
the collapse of the condensate, when the density locally
becomes high enough so that the attraction can no longer
be compensated by the quantum pressure. This process
is important near the critical scattering length where the
attraction between the bosons becomes dominant, and it
is mediated by a transition state. The latter is a collec-
tively excited, stationary state of the condensate which
typically exhibits a locally increased density in some re-
gion and which emerges together with the ground state
in a tangent bifurcation at a critical value of the scatter-
ing length. The thermally induced collapse dynamics is
then of the type “reactants → transition state → prod-
ucts”, so that the condensate’s decay rate or lifetime, re-
spectively, can be calculated by applying transition state
theory (TST) [29,30,31,32]: With respect to the BEC’s
ground state the transition state forms an energy barrier
that needs to be crossed in order to induce the collapse.
Finally, the height of the energy barrier together with the
local properties of the ground and the transition state de-
termine the reaction dynamics.
In this paper, we investigate the thermal decay of con-
densates at low temperatures T in the region 0 < T0 <
T  Tc, i. e. above a temperature T0 ∼ ~ω/kB where col-
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lective oscillations with frequency ω are thermally excited
and significantly below the critical temperature Tc where
the macroscopic occupation of the ground state sets in. In
that temperature regime, the thermal excitations of the
condensate are of collective nature and single-particle ex-
citations can be neglected [27,28]. In addition, three-body
collisions due to high condensate densities do not influence
the decay rate corresponding to the thermally induced co-
herent collapse, because they only become important after
the transition state has been crossed. Therefore, a suitable
framework for the theoretical description of the BEC is
that of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE). Moreover,
a variational approach to the GPE is especially appro-
priate to investigate the transition state, because in this
framework, the transition state is a fixed point of the cor-
responding dynamical equations, and its local properties
are determined by the latters’ series expansion. A particu-
larly appropriate set of coordinates into which this expan-
sion can be transformed are its normal form coordinates.
These have the advantage that locally they can be chosen
as classical canonical coordinates [33], in which the con-
densate’s mean-field energy functional serves as a classical
Hamilton function that fully describes the dynamics of the
BEC. The complete information about the transition state
can then be extracted from the expansion coefficients of
this Hamiltonian.
In this paper, we focus on the normal form expansions
of both the ground and the transition state of BECs with
short-range interaction [34] as well as with long-range and
anisotropic DDI [35]. We present the physical interpre-
tation of the transition state as a certain density distri-
bution of the atomic cloud. Moreover, we discuss the be-
havior of the single expansion coefficients which describe
the fixed point energies, the corresponding elementary ex-
citations and the coupling between the different normal
modes. Finally, we calculate the contribution of the ther-
mally induced collapse to the decay rate of the condensate
at experimentally relevant temperatures.
Our paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we discuss
the theoretical description of the BEC in a variational
framework, for which we introduce the GPE and a time-
dependent variational principle. Moreover, we review the
construction of the local normal form Hamiltonian and,
with it, the calculation of the decay rate by applying TST.
In Sec. 3, we present the results for BECs with short-
range scattering interaction as well as with long-range and
anisotropic DDI.
2 Theory
2.1 BECs at ultracold temperatures
At ultra-cold temperatures, the dynamics of a BEC is de-
termined by the GPE (units given below)
i
∂
∂t
ψ(r, t) = Hˆψ(r, t) =
(
−∆+ Vext + Vc + Vlr
)
ψ(r, t) .
(1)
Here, Vext is an external trapping potential, the contact
interaction Vc = 8piaN |ψ(r, t)|2 describes low-energy col-
lisions between the bosons via the s-wave scattering length
a and the particle number N , and Vlr is a possible long-
range particle interaction.
In case of a BEC without long-range interaction (Vlr =
0) the internal symmetry of the system is spherical and we,
therefore, also choose a spherically symmetrical external
trapping potential Vext =
m
2 ω
2r2. The form of the GPE
(1) with the given interaction potentials is then obtained
by using the oscillator length r0 =
√
~/mω as a natural
unit of length, with m being the mass of the bosons and ω
being the trap frequency. Natural energy and time scales
are then given by E0 = ~ω/2 and t0 = ~/E0. Furthermore,
we use m0 = 2m as a unit of mass.
In case of a BEC with long-range and anisotropic DDI
in which all dipoles are aligned in z-direction by an exter-
nal magnetic field, the long-range part of the interaction
potential in the GPE reads
Vlr = addN
∫
d3r′
1− 3 cos2 θ
|r − r′|3 |ψ(r
′, t)|2 . (2)
The alignment of the dipoles naturally induces a cylin-
drical symmetry to the BEC and we, therefore, adapt
the symmetry of the external trap to Vext = ρ
2 + λ2z2
where ρ2 = x2 + y2. As a length scale we use the ra-
dial oscillator length r0 =
√
~/mωρ, and we define the
trap strength in z-direction via the trap aspect ratio λ =
ωz/ωρ. In these units, the strength of the DDI reads add =
µ0µ
2m/(2pi~2r0) with µ being the magnetic moment of the
atoms.
2.2 Time-dependent variational approach
Common methods to solve the GPE (1) are e. g. its di-
rect numerical integration or the discretization of the wave
function on grids. The condensate’s dynamics and its ground
state can then be calculated by applying the split-operator
method and an imaginary-time evolution. As already men-
tioned above, a more suitable framework for the purposes
of this paper is the description within a variational ap-
proach. Therein, the GPE is solved approximately by re-
placing the original wave function ψ(r, t) by a trial wave
function
ψ(r, t) = ψ(r, z(t)) . (3)
Here, z(t) = [z1(t), z2(t), . . . , zd(t)]
T ∈ Cd is a set of d
complex and time-dependent variational parameters, and
the time evolution of the wave function is completely de-
termined by them. In the framework of the variational
approach, the mean-field energy functional of the system
is given by the expectation value of the Hamilton operator
E(z) =
〈
ψ(r, z)
∣∣∣−∆+Vext + 1
2
(Vc +Vlr)
∣∣∣ψ(r, z)〉 , (4)
where the factor 1/2 is included to avoid a double-counting
of the two-particle interactions. In order to describe the
dynamics of the system in the Hilbert subspace which is
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spanned by the variational ansatz (3), we apply the Dirac-
Frenkel-McLachlan variational principle [36,37]. This re-
quires minimizing the norm of the difference between the
left- and the right-hand side of the GPE (1),
I = ‖iφ− Hˆψ‖2 != min. (5)
where, the arguments of the wave function ψ have been
omitted for brevity. The quantity I is minimized with re-
spect to φ and φ = ψ˙ is set afterwards which means that
the GPE is solved within the Hilbert subspace of the vari-
ational ansatz with the least possible error. Proceeding
from the complex variational parameters z to their real
and imaginary parts x = (zr, zi)T ∈ R2d, it was shown in
Ref. [33] that minimizing Eq. (5) leads to the noncanonical
Hamiltonian equations of motion
K(x) x˙ = −∂E(x)
∂x
, (6)
where Kmn = 2Im 〈 ∂ψ∂xm |
∂ψ
∂xn
〉 and E(x) = E(z) |z→x.
In order to apply the variational approach to a BEC
in a harmonic trap, a natural choice for the trial wave
function (3) is a Gaussian one. Deviations from the pure
Gaussian form which occur due to particle interactions
can then be taken into account by using coupled Gaussian
trial wave functions
ψ(r, z) =
Ng∑
k=1
gk(r, z) , (7)
where we have omitted the explicit time-dependence of
the variational parameters z for brevity. Depending on the
inherent symmetry of the physical system, we will choose
one of the following forms in this paper:
gk(r, z) = exp(A
k
rr
2 + γk) , (8a)
gk(r, z) = exp(A
k
ρρ
2 +Akzz
2 + γk) . (8b)
Here, we use the complex variational parameters z =
(Akr , A
k
ρ, A
k
z , γ
k)T: the parametersAkr,ρ,z determine the width
of each Gaussian and γk are the norm and phase, respec-
tively. Equation (8a) is an appropriate choice for the ra-
dially symmetrical system without DDI and Eq. (8b) for
the dipolar system with cylindrical symmetry. We note
that, because the total wave function is normalized to
‖ψ(r, t)‖2 = 1 and its global phase is free, the total num-
ber of independent variational parameters is reduced by
one. Consequently, there remain d = 2Ng − 1 degrees of
freedom in case of the ansatz (8a) and d = 3Ng − 1 in
case of Eq. (8b). For the detailed application of the time-
dependent variational approach, i. e. the evaluation of the
energy functional (4) and the dynamical equations (6), we
refer the reader to Ref. [38].
2.3 Normal form expansion and TST
In the investigations of BECs, fixed points of the dynami-
cal equations (6) are of special interest, because they cor-
respond to stationary states of the system as, e. g., its
ground or transition state. Just as important as the fixed
points themselves are their local properties, since these
determine the elementary excitations and the structure of
the reaction channel. Within the lowest-order approxima-
tion to the condensate’s dynamics, a possible approach to
determine the elementary excitations are the Bogoliubov-
de Gennes equations. The latter result from a linearization
of the GPE (1) for small deviations from its ground state
and yield the BEC’s collective frequencies ±ωi. The same
can be obtained from the variational approach by lineariz-
ing the dynamical equations (6) at a fixed point giving the
finite set of frequencies (±ω1,±ω2, . . . ,±ωd) [39,40].
Beyond the linear approximation of the dynamics, we
are, in this paper, also interested in the higher-order cor-
rections. A systematic way to investigate the local fixed
point properties to any desired order is a normal form ex-
pansion of the dynamical equations (6). This method has
been described in detail in Ref. [33] and we will only dis-
cuss it here very briefly: The essential procedure to bring
the noncanonical Hamiltonian system into its canonical
normal form is based on a power series expansion of the
energy functional (4) and the dynamical equations (6)
at the respective fixed point. Successive Lie transforms
which are performed order by order bring the system into
its normal form. Furthermore, the corresponding gener-
ating function of the transformation is chosen in such a
way that the resulting dynamical equations as well as the
energy functional fulfill canonical equations, i. e. the nor-
mal form coordinates are canonical ones. Finally, the en-
ergy functional (4) in these coordinates serves as a clas-
sical Hamilton function. Using the multi-index notation
xm = xm11 x
m2
2 . . . x
md
d and |m| = m1 +m2 + . . .+md, the
latter is a multivariate polynomial in action variables J ,
H(J) =
χ∑
|m|=0
ξmJ
m , (9)
where χ is the normal form order chosen and ξm are
the coefficients of the expansion. The zeroth-order coef-
ficient ξ|m|=0 = Emf is the mean-field energy and those
of first-order are the oscillation frequencies ξ|m|=1 = ωi
(i = 1, . . . , d). The polynomial structure of Eq. (9) can
always be obtained if the first-order coefficients of the ex-
pansion are rationally independent, i. e. the equation∑
m
nm ξ|m|=1 = 0 (10)
with nm ∈ Z has only the trivial solution nm = 0. It is
emphasized that the expansion coefficients ξm in Eq. (9)
contain the full information about the local dynamics at
the fixed points.
In addition to the simple structure of Eq. (9) in nor-
mal form coordinates, a big advantage of this canonical
Hamiltonian is that it allows one to apply all methods
which are known from classical Hamiltonian mechanics.
One important application is the field of TST [29,30,31,
32] where reactions are described qualitatively and quan-
titatively that are mediated by a transition state in phase
space: If J1 is the reaction coordinate, then the transition
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Figure 1. (Color online) Density distribution |ψ(r)|2 of the
condensate in its ground (solid lines) and transition state
(dash-dotted lines) at different values of the s-wave scatter-
ing length and for Ng = 2 coupled Gaussians. Compared to
the ground state, the transition state exhibits a higher density
at the center of the trap and a lower density far away from
it. With decreasing scattering length, the maximum density of
the ground state increases, while that of the transition state
decreases, and at the critical scattering length acritN = −0.579
they match.
state is defined by J1 = 0 and the thermally averaged
reaction rate is [30]
Γ =
1
2piβ
∫
dJ2 . . . dJd exp
(−βH(0, J2, . . . , Jd))∫
dJ ′1 . . . dJ
′
d exp
(−βH ′(J ′1, . . . , J ′d)) . (11)
Here, H is the normal form Hamiltonian of the system
at its transition state, H ′ is the corresponding one at the
ground state, and β = 1/kBT is the inverse temperature.
3 Application to BECs with short- and
long-range interaction
3.1 BECs with short-range interaction
A BEC with short-range interaction is described by the
GPE (1) with Vlr = 0 and, as already mentioned above,
we focus on a system that is confined in a spherically sym-
metrical trap Vext = r
2 for simplicity. Searching for fixed
points of the corresponding dynamical equations (6) in the
variational framework, one can find two stationary states
above a critical scattering length acrit, one of which corre-
sponds to the ground state and the other is its transition
state.
In Fig. 1, the density distributions |ψ(r)|2 of the ground
(solid lines) and the transition state (dash-dotted lines)
are shown for different values of the s-wave scattering
length and Ng = 2 coupled Gaussians. Compared to the
ground state, the transition state in general exhibits a
higher density at the center of the trap and a lower den-
sity far away from it. With decreasing scattering length,
the density of the ground state increases, while that of the
transition state decreases, and at the critical value acritN
of the scattering length, the two states become identical.
Because the interaction is attractive (aN < 0) and the
density distribution directly enters the contribution of the
particle scattering, the transition state physically repre-
sents a highly attracting configuration of the condensate.
More precisely, its physical interpretation is a density dis-
tribution on the edge of the BEC’s collapse: For any higher
(local) density, the attractive interaction would dominate
the quantum pressure leading to the collapse of the con-
densate. Any lower density would result in an excited but
stable BEC. This interpretation can be verified by actu-
ally calculating the dynamics of the BEC [28,41], which
reveals its collapse in the center of the trap after the tran-
sition state has been crossed.
In Fig. 2 the normal form expansion coefficients which
fully describe the local properties of the fixed points are
shown for the ground and the transition state: The zeroth-
order coefficients ξ|m|=0 = Emf [see Fig. 2(a)] are the
mean-field energies of the stationary states. The energeti-
cally lower one is the metastable ground state of the BEC
and the other excited state is the transition state. For
Ng = 2, both these states emerge together in a tangent bi-
furcation at the critical value acritN ≈ −0.579 of the scat-
tering length, below which the condensate no longer exists.
Because the transition state has a higher energy than the
ground state, an energy barrier has to be crossed in order
to induce the BEC’s collapse. The height of this barrier is
given by the energy difference between the two states and
it is high for large values of the scattering length. By con-
trast, it decreases when one approaches the critical value
and vanishes there. Figure 2(b) shows the first-order co-
efficients (ξ|m|=1 = ωi, i = 1, . . . , d) of the local normal
form which correspond to the frequencies of the Bogoli-
ubov quasi-particle modes. All these coefficients show a
smooth dependence on the scattering length. At the lat-
ter’s critical value, two of them merge in each case.
For comparison the three lowest numerically exact Bo-
goliubov frequencies are shown for some values of the scat-
tering length (crosses; taken from Ref. [39]): One can see
that the lowest first-order normal form coefficient quanti-
tatively agrees very well with the lowest Bogoliubov mode.
Also the second one is in good agreement with the nu-
merical results while one observes deviations for the third
mode. It has been shown by Kreibich et al. [39,40] that
the low-energy modes are in general reproduced very well
by the variational approach. The high-energy modes are
more difficult to reproduce, but the convergence can be
improved by using higher numbers of coupled Gaussians.
We refer the reader to these references for a detailed dis-
cussion about the convergence behavior of the oscillation
frequencies for different particle interactions and trapping
potentials.
For larger deviations of the system from one of the
fixed points, higher-order contributions become important
which correspond to higher-order coupling coefficients be-
tween the different Bogoliubov modes. In the normal form
approach, these coupling coefficients are the expansion
coefficients of higher than the linear order and they are
shown in Figs. 2(c)–(e). All three figures show that the
higher-order corrections have quite large numerical values
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Figure 2. (Color online) Coefficients of the normal form ex-
pansion in different orders for an approximation of the con-
densate wave function with Ng = 2 coupled Gaussian wave
functions. (a) The zeroth-order coefficient is the mean-field en-
ergy (ξ|m|=0 = Emf) of the stationary state. (b) The first-order
coefficients correspond to the eigenvalues of the linearized dy-
namical equations (ξ|m|=1 = ωi, i = 1, . . . , d) and describe the
frequencies of the Bogoliubov quasi-particle modes. For com-
parison numerically exact results (taken from Ref. [39]) are
shown as green crosses. (c)–(e): Higher-order terms give cor-
rections of the dynamics in the vicinity of the fixed points and
they define the coupling strength of the single quasi-particle
modes (only a selection is presented for the sake of clarity).
The gray bar in (e) is intended to highlight the divergence of
some coefficients (cf. Fig. 3).
(on the order of up to 109) as compared to the oscillation
frequencies (on the order of 101), and that they diverge
at the critical scattering length acritN . This gives rise to
the expectation that the corrections can have significant
influence on the reaction rate, because their contribution
becomes important in the vicinity of the critical scatter-
ing length. Because of their physical meaning as coupling
coefficients between the Bogoliubov modes, a possibility
to check their numerical values would be to set up non-
linear and higher-order approximations to the GPE (i. e.
higher than the linearization leading to the Bogoliubov-de
-1
 0
 1
-0.579 -0.578 -0.577 -0.576 -0.575 -0.574
Σ m
  
(n
m
 ξ |m
|=
1
)
Scattering length  aN
ξ1 + 2ξ01 - ξ001
5ξ1 - ξ01
Figure 3. (Color online) Rational independence of the linear
coefficients ξ|m|=1 for the same parameters as used in Fig. 2.
Equation (10) is violated at aN = −0.57633 where ξ1 + 2ξ01−
ξ001 = 0 and at aN = −0.57617 where 5ξ1−ξ01 = 0. The width
of the gray area in the background is the same as in Fig. 2(e).
Gennes equations) and to determine the coupling order by
order. This is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
We note that the pole occurring in some fourth-order
coupling terms [highlighted by the gray background in
Fig. 2(e)] is a resonance in the normal form procedure.
As shown in Fig. 3, there are two nearby values of the
scattering length aN = −0.57633 and aN = −0.57617,
where the frequencies become rationally dependent, i. e.
Eq. (10) is violated. In this case there is a strong mode
coupling of the condensate’s higher harmonics in the re-
spective order, which leads to the failure of the normal
form procedure as described in Ref. [33].
According to the variational ansatz (3), where the num-
ber Ng of coupled wave functions appears as a free param-
eter, one expects that all the results depend on this pa-
rameter. Therefore, an important topic is the convergence
of the normal form when the number of coupled Gaussians
is varied. For the following investigations of the single ex-
pansion coefficients, we will use a simplified notation in
which each m-index in Eq. (9) is only displayed up to
its last nonzero entry and successive zeros are neglected
(e. g. the expansion coefficient ξ021000 will be displayed
as ξ021). This makes it easy to compare expansion coeffi-
cients which result from different variational approaches
in which the dimension of m depends on the number Ng
of coupled Gaussian wave functions.
In Fig. 4, we present the convergence behavior of a se-
lection of coefficients in dependence on the number Ng of
coupled Gaussian trial wave functions. The zeroth-order
coefficient ξ0 in Fig. 4(a), i. e. the fixed point energy, con-
verges very fast. The most significant correction is ob-
served when one increases from Ng = 1 to Ng = 2. In the
last step shown (Ng = 4 to Ng = 5) the relative correction
is about 4.4 × 10−7, so that this value can be treated as
converged. The analogous behavior of the first-order co-
efficients is shown in Fig. 4(b). As already discussed in
Sec. 2.3, the number of degrees of freedom is d = 2Ng− 1.
Therefore, two more terms occur with each increase of Ng
which are indicated by the same symbols in this figure.
For a small number of coupled Gaussian wave functions,
the corresponding coefficients are small and they corre-
spond to low-frequency oscillation modes (e. g. the lowest
coefficient is the frequency of the BEC’s breathing mode).
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Figure 4. (Color online) Behavior of the normal form expan-
sion coefficients for a trial wave function in Eq. (3) consisting
of a different number Ng of coupled Gaussians. The scatter-
ing length is chosen as aN = −0.57. In (a), the zeroth-order
coefficient (fixed point energy) converges very fast. The first-
order contributions (Bogoliubov quasi-particle frequencies) in
(b) show a monotonic decrease. The lowest terms converge fast
while the higher terms are not yet converged for Ng = 5. In the
higher-order expansion coefficients (c), one observes the con-
vergence of some coupling terms, while some others are not
converged yet. [Note that only a selection of coupling terms
with a typical behavior is presented in (c) due to the huge
amount of such terms.]
The lowest terms only change marginally when the num-
ber Ng of coupled Gaussians is increased, thus convergence
is observed early. For the terms that correspond to more
complicated higher-frequency oscillation modes, the cor-
rections become larger, and they are still significant for
Ng = 5. In this case, even more advanced trial wave func-
tions will be required to observe convergence. It is obvious
throughout that the single coefficients decrease monotoni-
cally with larger values Ng, so that one always expects the
numerical results to overestimate the true values.
Finally, we present in Fig. 4(c) the behavior of a se-
lection of second-order normal form contributions which
correspond to the lowest-order coupling terms of the con-
densate oscillation modes: It can be seen that the con-
vergence of these coupling terms is not as simple as that
of the zeroth- and first-order terms. The red squares in
Fig. 4(c) exemplarily show a converging coupling coef-
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Figure 5. (Color online) Decay rate of the thermally induced
coherent collapse of a 87Rb BEC in a trap with frequency
ω = 2pi × 100 Hz and at a temperature of T = 24 nK. The
calculations have been performed for Ng = 2 coupled wave
functions. (a) The decay rate increases with decreasing scat-
tering length and it reaches its highest values close to the crit-
ical value acritN . Also corrections of the higher-order normal
form expansions become more important in this region. (b)
The decay rate also increases with the temperature. Higher
normal form orders predict higher decay rates throughout. At
low temperatures, the corrections are small and already the
second-order (χ = 2) approximation of the transition state
can be sufficient. By contrast, higher normal form orders give
significant corrections at higher temperatures.
ficient. However, one can also observe other coefficients
which exhibit throughout a monotonic decrease (triangles)
or a nonmonotonic behavior (dots) and which are not yet
converged.
As already mentioned above, the knowledge of the
ground and the transition state of the BEC as well as
their local properties allows one to calculate the conden-
sate’s thermal decay rate by applying TST. Therefore, a
normal form expansion is performed at the ground and
the transition state of the condensate which yields two
normal form Hamiltonians H and H ′. The decay rate is,
finally, given by Eq. (11) where the integrals are evaluated
numerically via a Monte Carlo integration. In the follow-
ing, we present results for an exemplary BEC of N = 1000
87Rb atoms in a trap of strength ω = 2pi× 100 Hz. Figure
5(a) shows the decay rate in dependence on the scattering
length at a temperature of T = 24 nK for Ng = 2 coupled
Gaussians. With decreasing scattering length, the decay
rate significantly increases. It has its largest values close
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to acritN where the energy barrier is small. The drop of
the first-order rate (χ = 1) to zero at acritN is not phys-
ical, since the barrier vanishes there and the rate should
strongly increase. This tendency is correctly reproduced
by the higher-order approximations (χ > 1) of the transi-
tion state. Furthermore, it can be seen that corrections to
the decay rate are significant near the critical scattering
length, where better approximations of the transition state
yield higher reaction rates. We note that the peak in the
fourth-order approximation at aN ≈ −0.5763 is caused
by the numerical resonance in the normal form coefficients
that has already been discussed above [cf. Fig. 2(e)] and is
not physical. The expected physical behavior is sketched
by a dashed line.
We further note that Huepe et al. [23,24] have also cal-
culated the thermal decay rate of BECs with short-range
interaction in the framework of a single Gaussian trial
wave function (Ng = 1). In the very vicinity of the critical
scattering length or critical particle number, respectively,
they obtained decay rates on the order of 10−2–102 s−1.
By contrast, our results are on the order of 10−4–10−2 s−1.
Part of this deviation can be explained by the fact that
they used different physical parameters for the trap fre-
quency ω and the boson mass m. However, we expect that
further significant corrections are caused by the different
trial wave functions: In the calculations of Huepe et al. the
single Gaussian trial wave function only provides a single
degree of freedom (d = 1) which must be the reaction
channel of the system. Since there are no further degrees
of freedom a trajectory cannot avoid to undergo a reac-
tion by leaving the reaction channel in a “perpendicular”
direction. By contrast, we have d = 3 for the trial wave
function with Ng = 2 which provides such additional de-
grees of freedom, so that a reaction becomes less probable.
In Fig. 5(b), the decay rate is presented in dependence
of the condensate temperature T . Throughout, one finds
that higher normal form approximations are less impor-
tant at low temperatures and very important at higher
temperatures. Vice versa, the behavior of the decay rate
in Fig. 5(b) can be used in order to estimate the tempera-
ture regime up to which a certain approximation will yield
good results.
3.2 BECs with long-range dipolar interaction
Beyond BECs with short-range scattering interaction, also
condensates with long-range and anisotropic DDI have
been realized experimentally [4,5,6]. The investigation of
the thermally induced coherent collapse in dipolar BECs
has already been performed within the lowest-order ap-
proximation of the transition state [27,28]. Therein, ad-
ditional transition states emerged in bifurcations which
gave rise to the expectation of a symmetry-breaking ther-
mally induced collapse at certain physical parameters. It
is not the scope of this paper to investigate this symmetry-
breaking collapse scenario in more detail. Instead, we focus
on the effects of higher-order normal form approximations
of the transition state [35].
(a)
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 2
Figure 6. (Color online) Density distribution |ψ(r)|2 (cut
through the x-z-plane) of a dipolar BEC calculated with
Ng = 2 coupled Gaussian wave functions at a scattering length
aN = −0.47. The density distribution of the ground state
(a) is slightly extended more in the radial direction than in
z-direction. By contrast, the density distribution of the tran-
sition state (b) is more extended in z-direction. Moreover, it
exhibits a highly increased density in the center of the trap as
compared to the ground state.
We therefore numerically solve the GPE (1) with the
variational ansatz (8b) and apply the normal form pro-
cedure as described in Ref. [33]. We consider an external
trap aspect ratio λ = 2, where the dipolar BEC shows
a conventional density distribution and where only a sin-
gle transition state with cylindrical symmetry exists [28].
The strength of the DDI in Eq. (2) is determined by
the coefficient addN and it depends on the particle num-
ber. For an exemplary 52Cr condensate in a trap with
frequency ωρ = 2pi × 100 Hz, the parameter add has a
value add ≈ 0.0034, and in case of 164Dy the value is
add ≈ 0.0536. For the following calculations, we use a
model condensate with addN = 1 which represents each of
these dipolar condensates with a respective particle num-
ber.
The physical meaning of the transition state in dipo-
lar BECs is the same as in the case without long-range
interaction as discussed in Sec. 3.1. However, because of
the anisotropy of the DDI, the extensions of the atomic
cloud in ρ- and z-direction differ (see Fig. 6): Due to the
interplay between the external trap with the DDI which
prefers an alignment of the dipoles in head-to-tail config-
uration, the ground state in Fig. 6(a) only has a slightly
larger extension in the radial than in z-direction. By con-
trast, the density distribution of the transition state in
Fig. 6(b) is more extended in z-direction and it exhibits
a highly increased density in the center of the trap. Due
to these two effects, the transition state corresponds to a
highly attractive configuration of the interacting bosons.
As in the case without long-range interaction, this sta-
tionary state represents the condensate at the edge of the
collapse. Any locally higher density and, with it, a higher
attraction between the particles would lead to the collapse
of the condensate.
Again, the full information about the condensate’s lo-
cal dynamics is reflected by the normal form coefficients
which are shown in Fig. 7, and also the interpretation
of the individual orders of the expansion is the same as
in Sec. 3.1. The energy eigenvalues [see Fig. 7(a)] and
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Figure 7. (Color online) Coefficients of the normal form ex-
pansion in different orders for a dipolar condensate with Ng = 2
coupled Gaussian wave functions. As in Fig. 2, the fixed-point
energies (a) of the ground and the transition state as well as
the Bogoliubov eigenfrequencies (b) show a smooth behavior
and the respective values merge at the critical scattering length
acritN = −0.4903. The coupling coefficients (c),(d) of the col-
lective oscillation modes show poles at different values of the
scattering length a (highlighted by the gray bars), whose num-
ber increases with higher normal form orders. (Again, only a
selection of the coefficients with a typical behavior is presented
for the sake of clarity).
the frequencies of elementary excitations [see Fig. 7(b)]
show a smooth dependence on the scattering length and
they merge at the latter’s critical value. Also, we observe
that the coupling terms of the modes [see a selection in
Figs. 7(c),(d)] are important because they have numeri-
cally large values. What is different is that a resonance can
already be found in the second order |m| = 2 where some
coefficients diverge (highlighted by a gray bar in the back-
ground of the plot). The reason for this earlier occurrence
of resonances compared to that in Fig. 2 is, here, that the
variational approach (8b) exhibits more degrees of free-
dom than the ansatz (8a). As a consequence, there exist
more possible oscillation modes that can couple according
to Eq. (10), which also leads to three more resonances in
the third normal form order in Fig. 7(c). Analogously to
the case discussed in Fig. 3, also each of these resonances
can be identified with a certain mode coupling of higher
harmonics in the dipolar BEC. However, a detailed inves-
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Figure 8. (Color online) (a) Thermal decay rate of a dipolar
BEC in dependence on the scattering length and for different
normal form orders χ (parameters: β = 200,Ng = 2). (b) Decay
rate in dependence on the temperature.
tigation of these mode couplings goes beyond the scope of
this paper and we refer the reader to Ref. [35] for further
studies including the effect of varying external parameters
on the resonances.
Furthermore, we note that a detailed comparison be-
tween the exact Bogoliubov eigenfrequencies of dipolar
BECs with those frequencies obtained from the variational
approach using coupled Gaussian wave functions can be
found in Ref. [40]. Therein, it is shown that, as in the case
of BECs without long-range interaction, the lower Bogoli-
ubov frequencies of dipolar BECs can be well reproduced
by the variational approach, while the convergence be-
comes worse for higher-frequency modes. Again, a check
of the normal form coefficients in Fig. 2(c)–(d) would be
possible by numerically evaluating higher-order coupling
coefficients of the Bogoliubov modes.
In Fig. 8, the thermal decay rate is shown in depen-
dence on the scattering length and the temperature T .
According to Fig. 8(a) higher-order corrections are, again,
important: The second-order decay rate (χ = 2) gives only
small corrections to the decay rate compared to the first
order (χ = 1). However, importantly, the second order
correctly reproduces an increasing decay rate when one
approaches the critical scattering length. For the given
temperature, the third-order normal form predicts an in-
creased reaction rate over the whole range of the scatter-
ing length of about one order of magnitude. Again, we
note that the single peaks are a consequence of the res-
onances shown in Fig. 7 and that they are not physical.
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As presented in Fig. 8(b), the higher-order corrections to
the decay rate are again important at high temperatures,
whereas the first-order approximation of the transition
state already is appropriate for small temperatures.
4 Conclusion and outlook
In this paper, we have investigated the properties of the
ground and transition state in BECs with short- and long-
range interaction. In both systems, we have discussed the
transition state as a certain density distribution of the
atomic cloud that typically exhibits a locally increased
density in the center of the trap as compared to the ground
state. Higher-order normal form approximations to the lo-
cal dynamics of the condensate in the vicinity of their fixed
points turned out to be important throughout, because
their large numerical values induce significant corrections
already at small deviations from the stationary states. As
a general tendency, we observed that low-order normal
form contributions converge quite fast when the trial wave
function is improved, while higher-order corrections show
slower convergence.
Calculating the decay rate of the condensates by ap-
plying TST, we observed significant corrections especially
close to the critical value of the scattering length where
the attraction dominates in the system. Higher-order nor-
mal form approximations are capable of reproducing the
physically expected behavior of a monotonically increas-
ing reaction rate when the critical scattering length is
approached. In general, the reaction rates within higher-
order approximations are dramatically increased compared
to the usual harmonic approximation of the transition
state, which gives rise to the expectation that the decay
mechanism of the thermally induced coherent collapse can
play an even more important role than estimated in pre-
vious investigations [28].
Finally, our investigations revealed that resonances in
the normal form procedure become more and more impor-
tant in higher-order approximations and for a large num-
ber of degrees of freedom. To appropriately treat these
resonances, the normal form expansions presented in Ref.
[33] need to be adapted to this situation which is currently
work in progress. Another way to circumvent divergences
in the normal form coefficients could be the application of
uniform approximations [27] to the Hamiltonian by which
bifurcations in the transition state have already been han-
dled successfully.
The BECs in this paper have been considered in spheri-
cally or cylindrically symmetrical external traps. However,
it is emphasized that the normal form procedure is not
limited to this case, but also external traps with tri-axial
symmetry can be treated (cf. Refs. [27,28]). The higher
number of degrees of freedom, however, significantly in-
creases the numerical effort. It will be a future task to in-
vestigate the influence of additional bath-degrees of free-
dom to the reaction rate. As already mentioned above,
another task will be to compare the numerical values of
the normal form coefficients with numerical results from
high-order expansions of the GPE. We hope to induce fur-
ther experiments with our manuscript performing detailed
measurements of the thermal decay rate close to the criti-
cal scattering length for BECs with short- and long-range
interaction.
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